Perennials® fights fabric woes with The Usual Suspects collection
Debuting sophisticated performance fabrics with the look and feel of silks, velvets, linens and chenilles.

DALLAS, August 15, 2016 – Perennials® Luxury Performance Fabrics, the preferred choice of leading
designers, is on the case with its newest collection, The Usual Suspects. With the power of 100%
solution-dyed acrylic, Perennials introduces 8 qualities that won’t fall victim to the pitfalls of sun, moisture
and dirt. The collection, which is suitable for use indoors or out and incredibly soft-to-the-touch, also
debuts 5 new colorways, including the luxurious Emerald, a green suitable for royalty but livable for the
masses. In all, The Usual Suspects debuts 75 new luxury performance fabrics with the look and feel
of linens, silks, taffetas and chenilles.
The sophisticated Snazzy, iridescent in nature with the look of a tussah silk, is a creative accomplishment
ideal for drapery and lightweight upholstery, available in eleven colorways including the rich and elegant
Emerald. Slightly smaller in striation, Silky emulates a dupioni silk taffeta in an array of 12 colorways.
Two patterns, Blurred Out and Looking Glass, add rich textural designs to the collection. Looking Glass
combines the appeal of an aged wood block print with the longevity of a woven. It is available in six
colorways including Rhino, a gorgeous steel gray. Blurred Out is also available in six colorways and is an
organic, aged pattern that will complement any project.
Sheen Queen is a lustrous solid with the look and feel of wool sateen, available in 7 colorways, including
neutral favorites Grey Matter, Linen and Nickel. The cozy Maze Craze displays a subtle patterning and
combines the comfortable qualities of chenille with the durability Perennials is known for, making it perfect
for upholstery indoors or out.
Rough Outline and Tick Tock Stripe combine the look of timeless stripes with modern linen-like
textures. Rough Outline adds an elegant stripe to one of Perennials’ most popular textures, Rough n’
Rowdy. Tick Tock Stripe is a classic ticking stripe that is ideal for drapery and upholstery and is available
in nine colorways.

On the left (from top to bottom): Snazzy/Emerald, Silky/Emerald, Blurred Out/Emerald, Looking Glass/Emerald
In the middle (from top to bottom): Very Terry/White Sands, Nailhead/White Sands, Sheen Queen/Linen,
Rough Outline/Sea Salt, Comfy Cozy/White Sands
On the right (from top to bottom): Tick Tock Stripe/Denim, Snazzy/Nightshade, Silky/Vintage Blue, Blurred
Out/Chalk, Old Hand/Vintage Blue

Usual Suspects will also include five favorites in new colorways, including the ever-popular velvet Plushy
and textural favorites Very Terry, Comfy Cozy, Old Hand and Nailhead.
Perennials fabrics represent a creative and technological advance in the utilization of solution-dyed acryic. All Perennials fabrics are independently tested and certified so they comply with or exceed
industry standards, including resistance to soil, water, UV radiation, tearing and abrasion. This collection
features Perennials’ Nano Seal™ finish for extra protection against the elements. More than just a coating, Perennials Nano Seal™ is molecularly bonded with the fibers providing long-lasting protection even
after repeated washings. Because Perennials fibers are solution-dyed, the color permeates to the core,
enabling all Perennials fabrics to be guaranteed by a three year colorfastness warranty.
###
Perennials Fabrics are available to interior designers and architects through fine showrooms worldwide.
To view the full collection, visit www.perennialsfabrics.com or call 1-888-322-4773. Fabric lengths and
high-resolution images are available upon request.
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